General Practitioner - Family Doctor Kondilis Nikolaos

Ladies and Gentlemen,
with this letter, I wish to inform you about the
operation of my private health clinic in Ilion.
I am a young and full of dreams General - Family
Doctor or, as officially called, primary care physician
with multiple clinical specializations (trauma, medical
emergencies, Apitherapy),
significant
clinical
experience (doctor of multiple hospital institutions
and former doctor of Athens EKAV in the mobile units and in the department of airdistributes) and two postgraduate degrees (the finished one is in object of administration
and management services and units of health and the ongoing in crisis management in
international health and medicine).
The general - Family Doctor is a relatively new, at least in the official version, Medical
Specialization. There is a four-year training course, during the training the specialised doctor,
passes, for time intervals depending on the gravity and frequency of incidents in the daily
clinical practice, from most departments - clinics of a third degree hospital (pathology,
surgery, cardiology, ENT, ophthalmic, psychiatry, dermatology, orthopedics, etc.). The
purpose of this training, the creation of an officer – health service provider, patient-friendly,
who feels that the doctor treats him as a whole and not as a headache or skin rash and
listens to the problem and linking it, if needed, after careful history taking and thorough
clinical examination, rather than the seemingly only sufferer system and with the rest of his
body. It is a figure specialist, tested and proven many times abroad, aiming to be the first
(and perhaps the only - though as usually resolve the clinical problem of suffering), which
will be possibly needed to visit the patient from the age of 4 to the 104!! years for any
health problem from the most simple to the most complex.
If the outcome of this or that problem on the other hand, requires a more specific reference,
it is also targeted by General - Family Doctor, the most appropriate among other specialists,
and helps the patient to gain the benefit of time, trouble and money (the Greek reality is
quite the opposite).
And all these are in an private health clinic which is a gem, really friendly and human,
''healing''in the words of some I cared, which apart from individuals, people with most of the
Public Pension Funds are served . There are also provided benefits in contract with many
Private Insurances. SEE MORE
I close this, open newsletter, wanting to inform you about the everyday, evening operation
of my private health clinic and the need for telephone appointment before your visit, for
your best convenience. My availability for visit and numerous health services at home is

guaranteed for those of you that the distance and the inability to travel, could be a limiting
factor for acquaintance and cooperation.

